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 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 What is the name of your organisation?  
VELT  
   
1.2 What stakeholder group does your organisation belong to?  
Supplier of S&PM; Consumer; Other  
   
1.2.1  Please specify  
National organisation;  
   
1.3 Please write down the address (postal, e-mail, telephone, fax and web page if available) 
of your organisation  
Uitbreidingstraat 392c, 2600 Berchem - 03 281 74 75 - info@velt.be  
   
2. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
2.1 Are the problems defined correctly in the context of S&PM marketing?  
No  
   
2.2 Have certain problems been overlooked?    
Yes  
   
2.2.1 Please state which one(s)  
The loss of biodiversity as a result of the limited nature of DUS and VCU rules. The inability of 
small breeders and suppliers to make good use of the listings. The limited availability of high 
quality food to consumers, as a result of the limited nature of the  listings. The unnecessary 
expense to small farmers as a result of being required to purchase seeds from a limited number 
of suppliers.  
   
2.3 Are certain problems underestimated or overly emphasized?  
Overestimated  
   
2.3.1 Please indicate the problems that have not been estimated rightly  
The emphasis should be on food-sovereignty and not food-security.  
   
2.4 Other suggestions or remarks  
The EU legislation is unfair to everyone except large multinational companies.  
   
3. OBJECTIVES OF THE REVIEW  
3.1 Are the objectives defined correctly in the context of S&PM marketing?  
No  
   
3.2 Have certain objectives been overlooked?  
Yes  
   
3.2.1 Please state which one(s)  
The accessibility to heritage varieties, unstable varieties (for example F3) for use in creating 
locally adapted varieties and newly bred varieties created by small or independent plant breeders.  
   
3.3 Are certain objectives inappropriate?  
No  
   
3.3.1 Please state which one(s)  
  
   
3.4 Is it possible to have a regime whereby a variety is considered as being automatically 
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registered in an EU catalogue as soon as a variety protection title is granted by CPVO?  
No opinion  
   
3.5 If there is a need to prioritise the objectives, which should be the most important 
ones? (Please rank 1 to 5, 1 being first priority) 
Ensure availability of healthy high quality seed and propagating material  
4  
   
Secure the functioning of the internal market for seed and propagating material  
3  
   
Empower users by informing them about seed and propagating material  
5  
   
Contribute to improve biodiversity, sustainability and favour innovation  
  
   
Promote plant health and support agriculture, horticulture and forestry  
1  
   
3.6 Other suggestions and remarks  
Adequate biodiversity cannot be maintained in marketing listings as long as DUS remains a 
requirement.  
   
4. OPTIONS FOR CHANGE 
4.1 Are the scenarios defined correctly in the context of S&PM marketing?  
No  
   
4.2 Have certain scenarios been overlooked?  
Yes  
   
4.2.1 Please state which one(s)  
Elimination of marketing lists for non novel foods.  
   
4.3 Are certain scenarios unrealistic?  
Yes  
   
 4.3.1 Please state which one(s) and why  
1. This would be unfair for smaller businesses and limit choices for consumers. 2. Same as 1 3. 
Same as 1 and 2 above, in particular smaller companies would not have the capacity to perform 
these tests by themselves. 4. Any registration system would  favour larger commercial 
organizations and limit consumer choice. 5. Same as 1, 2 and 3 above.  
   
4.4 Do you agree with the reasoning leading to the discard of the "no-changes" and the 
"abolishment" scenarios?  
No  
   
4.5 Other suggestions and remarks  
It is not fair to push registration costs back to companies making the registrations. This means 
unreasonable costs for smaller companies.  
   
5. ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS 
5.1 Are the impacts correctly analysed in the context of S&PM marketing?  
No  
   
5.2 Have certain impacts been overlooked?  
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Yes  
   
5.2.1 Please state which one(s)  
You are ignoring the fact that while jobs relating to variety registration would be lost, many more 
jobs would be created in the independent plant breeding and small farming sectors, in the event 
of liberalization of EU marketing rules.  
   
5.3 Are certain impacts underestimated or overly emphasized?  
Overestimated  
   
5.3.1 Please provide evidence or data to support your assessment:  
Your assessment on job losses is flawed.  
   
5.4 How do you rate the proportionality of a generalised traceability/labelling and fit-for-
purpose requirement (as set out in scenario 4)?  
5 = not proportional at all  
   
5.5 How do you assess the possible impact of the various scenarios on your organisation 
or on the stakeholders that your organisation represents? 
Scenario 1  
Very negative  
   
Scenario 2  
Very negative  
   
Scenario 3  
Very negative  
   
Scenario 4  
Very negative  
   
Scenario 5  
Very negative  
   
5.5.1 Please state your reasons for your answers above, where possible providing 
evidence or data to support your assessment:  
You are ignoring very strong public opposition to current EU seed laws, and proposed changes 
thereof.  
   
6. ASSESSMENT OF SCENARIOS 
6.1 Which scenario or combination of scenarios would best meet the objectives of the 
review of the legislation?  
Scenario with new features  
   
6.1.1 What are your views with regards to combining elements from the various scenarios 
into a new scenario?  
  
   
6.1.1 Please explain the new scenario in terms of key features  
Complete, real liberalization of market in terms of traditionally bred varieties. Protecting only the 
multinationals will create genetic erosion en economic dependency. Genuine safety testing for 
novel foods, no patents or IPRs. Prohibition of GMOs  pending environmental impact 
assessment, establishment of genuine need and true value and consumer demand. True 
responsiveness to consumer wishes from the EU commission.  
   
6.2 Do you agree with the comparison of the scenarios in the light of the potential to 
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achieve the objectives?  
No opinion  
   
6.2.1 Please explain:  
  
   
7. OTHER COMMENTS 
7.1 Further written comments on the seeds and propagating material review:  
Our organisation is opposed to patents or other IPR, as well as to marketing lists, except when 
they are an expression of consumer demand. The amount of GMOs allowed in food should be 
lowered to 0%. The EU should emphasize food sovereignty as  opposed to food security. The EU 
seed laws are a violation to human rights all over the world.  Public accessibility  to genetic 
sources has been a basic human right since agriculture started, but this right  is threatened with 
extinction. One day, history will term the current EU seed legislation a grave error, for assuming 
that seeds are a  commodity like any other, merely meant for making profit. Also, the assumption 
that only multinationals are able to ensure our food production, including  propagation and 
distribution, is, in our opinion, utterly wrong. Basic farmers' rights to save their  own seeds and to 
share these with colleagues have been violated and need to be restored: true democracy 
includes citizens' taking responsible part in food production at every level. Food is too important a 
matter to be left to multinational  companies alone. Finally, proper commercial competition needs 
more players than just the few monopolist companies which increasingly dominate both market 
and legislation.  
   
7.2 Please make reference here to any available data/documents that support your answer, 
or indicate sources where such data/documents can be found:  
The following organisations/firms, both European and international, have been saving and 
distributing real seed biodiversity for years. They know, better than  multinationals, the inherent 
values of biodiversity and sharing.  www.ecoflora.be Ninoofsestw. 671 1500 Halle, België 
Tel.:02.361.77.61 www.bolster.nl De Bolster V.O.F. Oude Oenerweg 13, 8161PL EPE, Nederland 
Tel. +31(0)578 - 621433 www.denieuwetuin.be Trompwegel 27, 9170 De Klinge 
www.biaugerme.com LE BIAU GERME, 47360 Montpezat - France www.semaille.com Semailles  
rue du Sabotier, 16B, 5340 Faulx les Tombes Tel: +32(0)81/57.02.97  www.kokopelli-be.com rue 
Fontena 1 B, 5374 Maffe(Havelange) Groupe Jardinage des Fraternités ouvrières 58, rue 
Charles-Quint, 7700 Moeskroen  Tel: 056 33 38 70  www.bingenheimersaatgut.de/ 
http://www.organiccatalog.com/catalog/ http://www.biovitalis.eu/ Hengelderweg 6, 7383 RG 
Voorst Nederland Tel: +31 (0) 575 502 648 www.biologischpootgoed.nl Carel en Angela Bouma 
Alikruikweg 15, 8256 RK Biddinghuizen Nederland Tel:  06-51068038  
http://biologischeplanten.com Hooftlaan 59, 1401 EC Bussum Tel: 035-6916511 
www.fermedesaintemarthe.com/ Ferme de Sainte Marthe BP 70404, 9004 Angers Cedex 01 
France Tel. : 0891.700.899 www.germinance.com/ 4, impasse du Gault, 49150 BAUGÉ France 
Tel. : 02.41.82.73.23 www.biograinesdantan.com La plaine du Bosc ZI du Biopole, 2500 
Fleurance France Tel: 0562600351 http://www.navdanya.org/  
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